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Even Funnier Than Pretending To Do It Is Actually Doing It

Brian Blanchfield

Action. Mania, monster to follow. A searchlight against our window above the block
they closed off to shoot the Godzilla remake woke me. The neck of a crane was
nuzzling the cathedral downstairs, an edit away from fantasy. Zoom at will. You
were still asleep. More perfect than 1: 1 is no scale. I thought about it again.
The day we met, my friend Bethesda's boyfriend explained-about having let his
roommate Manhattan crawl in bed with him every night she'd been gone-what's
even funnier than pretending to do it. And he actually laughed, she said, and cried. It
is funny, in actuality. Like sitting, standing, walking, sleeping isn't it.
An actual secret takes time, and a here-on-out, hypnosis.
When we went down for Chinese, every doorway had soldiers under walkmen,
doomed extras waiting to shoot the illusion again. What is not razing, scorching,
swatting, lashing? What good is camouflage on Twenty-fifth Street?
And, does Tokyo come back from something like this? In the original, they had to
recreate everything in miniature and fill the screen, steady the camera. Now in New
York, you put the succubus in afterward. Action mania.
Tanks edge, troops scramble, live, aiming for its eyes, for platforms on the craning
crane head, a storey above us. The commotion is incomplete, an engine of cries
withheld. Not so, laughs.
There is a light trapped in my eyes that doesn't go when I close them. I crouch over
you to see you, to make sure of you. The director calls for Continuity to prepare a
second take, a mayhem more the same. I am thinking about it again. I am doing it,
this time on location. Pandemonium never sleeps. You cannot pretend.
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Defending Madonna

Mark Brazaitis

Pablo kicks aside an empty can before he reaches the bodies. The three guerrillastwo men and a woman-have just finished lunch, some sort of rice and tomato paste
dish it appears, given what is left in the small pot beside the smoldering ash. The
meal seems unappetizing and unlike what he has come to expect of guerrillas. He
has always known guerrillas to eat what he eats: beans, scrambled eggs, tortillas. He
is disturbed by the thought that rice and tomato paste have been their last meal. He
cannot imagine that they enjoyed it, although he can see how the meal might have
become necessary. Having days before eaten what was good-beans, eggs, tortillasthe guerrillas were left with tomato paste and rice. After they settled in a patch of
high grass, the only cover in an endless cow pasture, the woman probably improvised the meal, exaggerating its appeal in order to calm the men's complaints. Her
cooking must have been good, or their hunger great, because they'd eaten nearly all
of what had been in the pot. They were probably exchanging "Buen provechos"-or
whatever the after-meal saying was in their language-when he pulled the trigger.
The woman's hair is spread in the ash; it is hard to tell where her hair ends and the
ash begins. She lies face down, and Pablo is grateful that she has fallen that way. He
shot her through the ear, and he doesn't want to see what the bullet has made of her
face.
Pablo's partner is talking. He has probably been talking the whole time. Now he is
saying that it is too bad the woman isn't still alive because they might have had
some fun with her.
These are, Pablo knows, the first deaths his partner, only a boy, has seen, and he is
not taking it well. But then, he has never known anyone to take it well. There are
two types of reactions; the first is the kind the boy is showing, excessive talking,
usually as compensation for an earlier failure to act. (Pablo and his partner had
spotted the guerrillas from a distance-a rifle point sticking out from the high grass
had convinced them that the smoke was not from a mere vaquero's lunch-and had
crept up on them with the quick stillness of snakes; but after a whispered countdown, only Pablo fired). The other reaction is silence, a numbness in the face of
what has been committed. Silence is, by far, the more troubling response.
Pablo is glad that his latest partner is verbal. Nevertheless, he wants to tell the boy
to be quiet. The woman is dead, after all, and she deserves reverence because she is
a woman and has cooked. He looks at the boy but says nothing. The boy continues
to talk while they wait for the lieutenant, whom Pablo has radioed.
He stares again at the woman. It is not unusual, a woman guerrilla, but she is the
first he has seen. He knows from the conversations of other soldiers that most
women guerrillas work as doctors and nurses. The woman he killed, however, was a
regular guerrilla, although, it seemed, an insecure one; whereas the two men put
down their AK-47 assault rifles during the meal, the woman kept hers slung across
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her shoulder. It was her rifle point, then, that he had noticed sticking up from the
long grass.
Like him, she is indlgena; he can tell by the color of her skin and the absence of
hair on her arms, which are spread around the fire as if she is about to embrace it.
Most guerrillas are indlgenas, he knows, enticed to join the cause after hearing
promises of paradise, a land free of repressive generals and tyrannical land owners.
Most of the army's soldiers are also indlgenas, boys seized from com fields and
cattle pastures.
Pablo hears the lieutenant's jeep and turns to see it roll over the field in excited
bounces. Three soldiers accompany the lieutenant, and when the jeep stops, the
soldiers jump out and march briskly in different directions, securing the field. The
lieutenant orders the talkative boy to guard the rear, and the boy runs in the direction
in which the jeep has come.
"Tell me what happened," the lieutenant says.
Pablo tells the lieutenant the story. He tells it briefly, and when he is finished, he
hears a song. The lieutenant has left the jeep running, with its radio on, and the song
fills the desolate field with jubilant notes. Pablo knows the song. It is by Madonna.
When Pablo first heard a Madonna song, he was not yet old enough to work on
the coffee tinea like his mother, father and older brother Juan, but he did on occasion
accompany his mother, who picked coffee beans with the speed and precision of a
hummingbird pinching spiders from their webs. His mother worked beside a man
who brought his radio to the coffee fields. The radio was good. On certain days it
picked up a station from the capital that played American music.
One day Pablo heard a song that attracted him like a light, and he left his mother
in order to stand beside the radio. The song began with a rhythmic rattling and, as if
above it, like a swarm of bees, a buzzing sound; another instrument, making a sound
like rain falling, joined in; and then, most compelling and beautiful, came her voice,
as high as a child's, but with a woman's resonance.
Pablo didn't understand the words she sang, but he was not accustomed to understanding what was said and sung on the radio. He spoke hardly any Spanish and
there had never been any songs on the radio in Pokomchi, the indlgena language
spoken in his village. He learned the name Madonna, however, because when the
song was over, the disc jockey repeated it five times, shouting it as if he were announcing a winning lottery number or a soccer goal.
In January, his mother permitted Pablo to go to school At eleven years old, he was
not the oldest boy in his first-grade class in the one-room cement schoolhouse in the
village. Esteban, who had a faint dab of hair above his lips, had recently celebrated
his twelfth birthday. Pablo and Esteban became friends, although their friendship
was not free from competitiveness. They were always on opposing teams in the
soccer games played after school, and frequently during these games they would
collide in pursuit of the ball and, inevitably, fight.
Pablo was smarter than Esteban. He learned Spanish quicker and frequently
translated for Esteban because their teacher, a broad-chested ladino with a square
head, spoke no Pokomchi. Esteban, however, had an easier time with girls and
talked about them casually and confidently, as if they were as common and workable
as soil and not elusive creatures who knew secrets and possessed treasures.
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By the time Pablo and Esteban were in fourth grade, their teacher no longer
arrived every day with the energy it took to teach six grades simultaneously. Frequently, he indulged in what the students called "cigarette days." On these days, the
teacher would sit on his desk and stare out the window smoking one cigarette after
the other while the students entertained themselves however they could. Usually the
boys played soccer and the girls watched or drifted home.
During one of his "cigarette day," the teacher turned on the radio he had brought
to school. The radio was tuned to a station from Cob·n, the large town to the north.
"Dance," the teacher said when a song played. "You know how to dance, don't
you?"
He ordered everyone to push their desks to the side of the room. "There," he said.
"There's room to dance."
Esteban walked across the room and took Gloria's hand. Gloria, a tall girl, wore a
bright red g,ipil, which didn't hide her large chest. Waiting for the next song,
Esteban and Gloria stood in the center of the room, as solemn as a couple at the
altar.
The radio played the Madonna song Pablo had first heard in the coffee field. As
he watched Esteban dance with Gloria, the two of them rocking back and forth as if
they were on horseback, the music transported him, as if he were dancing, too, but
dancing in the sky. Esteban may have been in love with Gloria, but Pablo was in
love with Madonna, and Madonna was his. He had, after all, discovered her, claimed
her long ago.
"Re' wili re' Madonna," he told Esteban as they walked home after school.
"Chajari?" Esteban said.
"That was Madonna, the song you danced to."
"The song's called Madonna?"
"No, the singer."
"How do you know?"
"I've heard it before. She's American." Pablo spoke as if he knew her.
Esteban preferred to talk about his own triumphs. "What do you think of Gloria?"
he asked.
"She's all right," Pablo said, although in truth he thought she was very pretty.
"Yesterday she let me hold her breasts," Esteban said. "They're very big breasts."
"Madonna also has very big breasts," he said, unwilling to allow Esteban his
victory.
"How do you know?"
"Because I saw her two weeks ago in Cob·n. I was with my father. He was buying
fertilizer. She was giving a concert."
"Liar."
"I didn't go to the concert. But I saw her beforehand. She was shopping in the
market."
"Did she say anything to you?"
"She asked me what my name was."
"Liar. I bet Madonna doesn't even speak Spanish."
"I don't know. She spoke to me in Pokomchi."
Esteban looked at him suspiciously. "You sure?"
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When Pablo was in fifth grade, his mother inherited the radio from the man she
worked with in the coffee fields after he dropped dead one afternoon. Late at night,
Pablo would remain awake, the radio pressed to his ear, listening to songs from the
capital. One night the disc jockey's voice was louder and more dramatic than usual,
and it had every right to be because the news he announced was significant: "This
is ... this is ... this is the latest song from Madonna!"
The next afternoon on their walk home, Esteban told Pablo that he had touched
Florinda's pubic hair. Florinda was a plump girl with a big smile whom they both
liked. "It felt just like grass," Esteban said, smiling.
Pablo smiled back. "I got a telegram from Madonna."
"Who?"
"Madonna, the American singer."
"Liar."
"It's true."
Esteban didn't speak for a while. "What'd it say?" he asked.
"She said she has a new song, and it'll be coming to the radio station in Cob·n."
And it did come, quicker than Pablo expected, filling the schoolhouse the next
month. The song sounded like a thousand heart beats. As it played, Esteban danced
with Florinda, bouncing his hip off hers. Some of the other students joined in, shyly
shaking.
When the song finished, Esteban found Pablo in a comer of the room, next to an
open window, and shook him by the shoulder. "You were right," Esteban said with
wonder. "You were right about Madonna!"
That year, half a dozen Madonna songs played regularly on the Cob·n radio
station, and Madonna became famous in Pablo's village.

***
When school started the following January, the students from the village were told
they would have to take classes in the elementary school in Santa Cruz, the nearby
town, because the government was closing most rural schools.
Pablo became popular with his new classmates in part because of his invented
acquaintance with Madonna. Not everyone believed he was Madonna's friend, but
they never doubted his understanding of her music. To anyone who was curious, he
would explain, with patient exactitude, the meaning of each Madonna song. He had
always associated her music and unintelligible words with certain images, and in
time those images settled into his mind with the indelibility of a recurrent dream.
With righteous certainty, he described those images-exotic towns filled with fast
cars, lonely men worshipping at the feet of long-haired, generous women-and his
classmates could only nod in wonder.
Esteban was still his best friend. They walked home together at the end of each
school day in a ragged line with other students from their village. But Esteban
always seemed preoccupied, depressed even. Esteban had grown taller and heftier
over the years, but no handsomer and no smarter, and in the school in Santa Cruz he
did not enjoy the same success with girls. There were too many handsome boys
from town who interested the girls from the village. And the town girls, even the
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indigena town girls, thought themselves too good for the likes of Esteban, who still
could hardly speak Spanish.
When Esteban complained to him, Pablo listened attentively, but he didn't share
Esteban's loneliness. And he did not speak with longing, as Esteban did, of their
village schoolhouse and former teacher.
A month after school started, Pablo was elected class treasurer. After he made his
required speech at the front of the classroom, everyone applauded, and two girls in
the front row hummed the first few notes of a Madonna song. Maria Elena, their
teacher, smiled at him.
Grinning, Pablo returned to his seat. From the desk next to his, Esteban whispered, "Your girlfriend's a whore."
"What?"
"Madonna, she's a whore."
"What are you saying?"
"Look."
Esteban handed him El Grafico, a newspaper from the capital that a boy sold
around town on his bike. Esteban often bullied the boy into giving him a paper
because he liked to look at the scantily clad women in the entertainment pages.
Today's paper contained a photograph of Madonna standiPg by the side of a road,
her breasts and waist censored with black blocks. The caption said Madonna had just
published a collection of photographs called "Sex."
Pablo stared hard at the photograph. He had never seen a picture of Madonna, had
never even imagined what she looked like, despite saying to Esteban long ago that
she had large breasts. When he thought of her, it wasn't as this. He felt betrayed. He
wanted to say, "This isn't her."
"Whore," Esteban said.
"Shut up, Esteban," Pablo said, throwing the paper back at him.
But Esteban continued: "Madonna's a whore, Madonna's a whore."
Their classmates were listening now. With an audience, Pablo couldn't back
down. He shoved Esteban. Esteban responded, standing and punching him on the
shoulder. Pablo stood and returned the punch. The two of them half hugged and half
wrestled, as they used to do during soccer games, until Maria Elena screamed
"Stop!" They did stop, swiftly repentant. But Maria Elena, following the school
rules, sent them home.
They were walking back to the village on the logging road when two soldiers
sprang from behind a tree and ordered them to lie on their stomachs. After the
soldiers told them what to do, Pablo and Esteban stood and marched in front of the
soldiers, their backs receiving an occasional poke from a rifle point. A truck, covered
with olive canvas, was waiting on the other side of the hill.
Pablo and Esteban were soldiers.
Pablo is a soldier, standing beside the lieutenant, who tells him to search the
guerrillas. On the two dead men, he finds no identification; the woman, however,
has a card in her pocket, a Valentine's card, although Valentine's Day has long
passed. The card is addressed to Juana, and below its pre-printed message is a
signature in an illegible hand. He hands the card to the lieutenant.
"Looks like the bitch's name is Juana," the lieutenant says.
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Pablo says nothing. He was once a talker at deaths, but now he is the opposite. He
says nothing. Besides, he is listening to the song.
He thinks about how he defended a woman he didn't know and how his defending
her led him, by and by, to this spot, to the two men and the woman he killed. Juana.
She, too, a woman with one name. He looks at the dark skin of her arms; he looks at
the spread of her black hair, so familiar. Sister, he thinks, crouching as in prayer.
Sister, !...Sister...
But just as quickly, he is standing above her again, and he steps back so his boots
no longer touch the ends of her hair.
He doesn't look at her anymore. Instead, he follows the music, and it takes him
beyond the pasture to the mountains in the distance and the clouds hugging them
like shawls. Above the clouds is a rectangle of blue sky.
This is where the music leaves him. And even when the song ends, he is there; he
is part of the sky.
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Anna Maria Lenngren

Michael Craig

There are no two ways to look at it, she said, softly,
although she knew not what that meant. Powers
were developing that were new to her. Powers that swung
in her. An alien first was made
where her hand had been, beside her juice glass.
She loaded her pipe with such force it broke the bowl off.
She walked with him anyway, on the beach, stepping over
the many jellyfish and wine bottles, a long rasp
with a wooden handle, one severed tentacle and countless other
tangled tenants of the sea washed up dead or dying,
or some just resting they guessed, there in the sand.
She stepped over these the way a walking stick steps
over its obstacles, her thoughts moving out ahead of them
as a kind of humidity through which they would pass.
I am unused to the sea, she said. (It was an impossible fact.)
He said nothing, wiping the fog from his glasses.
Somewhere within them a fierce wind kicked up. Her sternum grew
unusually hot. It warmed the metal buttons on her blouse.
There are no two ways to look at it, she said, only this time
turning it briskly in her hand as if pulled from an oven.
It looked like a potato, and might've been one,
and although he begged her not to she hurled it at the sea.
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The By and By

Michael Craig

From up here one can see how
we've mapped out our little civilizations.
Two bumblebees fly by screwing
and then the one drops
off and falls into a birdbath.
And like so many crumbs on a quilt
we wait-what else can we doand try to enjoy the day.
My girlfriend wears the rose-tinted glasses.
She has to.
I found her in a meadow eating a piece of bacon.
I'd been peaking behind a heavy curtain.
You risk getting a black eye but so what, in the end
even the good guys are dust.
A cat sneezes. Everything shifts a little.
You ash five, maybe six times
and then you're finished.
Monkeys come out here on the train
to eat the fruit off the trees.
They spit their seeds into the river
and take the evening train back into the city
to collapse in a pile, wait for tomorrow.
Sometimes a motorist laughs so hard
he for a moment forgets himself,
drives into a ditch. And yet from up here
one can ask the pressing questions.
I ask the rocks about group savagery and women.
It's winter and the smokesheds smoke
in their rocky perches. Sacks of swordfish
and caribou strips have been stacked
on the rocks surrounding the sheds.
Nobody said whether I'd been crossed off the list.
It's the same everywhere, with all things.
I place another stick on the fire.
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I ask the rocks and they pause,
drop an eye. The tone drops
a notch. A glass eye plays chess,
makes love. does all the things we strive for
in our physics. The referees
wear skates and are positioned on the ice.
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Austin

Stephanie Dickinson

I came to her on Trailways through the huge space
cratered by eighteen wheelers. We swilled coffee at the
leatherette table, making-up, snapping photographs.
Storyville whores in black garter belts and ripped nylons,
punk babes with metallic spray painted faces. Austin night
came in dry like the steroid sun had charred even the air. No
magnolia purring only jagged tumbleweed and gnawed
mesquite. My friend's right hand braced up her left, fingers
sticky with nicotine. Hair to her waist, flawless neck like a
drum majorette. I never saw her stand, never saw her smile.
Muscular dystrophy made it presence known in her face.
Beautiful, a crippled Garbo. She unlocked the door past
midnight, These are welfare apartments. People doni sleep.
There s nothing they have to get up for. Neighbors came. To
bum, to eat, to breathe. They loved her. Raked from the
wastes: Lorenzo, his paralyzed legs like jealous men, the
etherized girls selling angel dust, dragging their thin kids,
the fire bug Miss Lagoon Voodoo who burned in six inch
crimson heels, the grandmother who cast love spells on
onions. We swam in talk until our lips cracked. My friend
loved the ugly. Out there was Texas, the last Rodeoland, the
last carhops in coin changers and pink Stetsons, sloshing
smiles of root beer foam over their lips, the pickups racked
with 12 gauges, chrome cars driving living rooms down the
highway. I didn't ask what it was like to be her. To never
walk. Her muscles gagged and suffocating. Under the long
snout of moon plucked from the stricken brush, thirsty
armadillo twacked. The vastness didn't know about us. I
matched her, Ativan for Ativan. Followed her into next day
stupors. I didn't think anyone with her face could truly
disintegrate.
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Entering Grace

Colette DeDonato

Even if I knew beyond shadows and reflections,
perception is always partial. The palest fire burns
only to transcend.
Still, chronology unravels like old fabrics and what I've killed
believing self righteously in nothing but fifty yards back, twenty steps
forward, all the high and dry clues to comic darkness.
What I see in you is exact.
I have tried this peering into permanent mystery
yet prefer the essence of your rough hands on my backside, your breath
on my neck, the sound of our unending.
I do not know precisely who we are here, which is so far from where we
used to be, but someone sits in this creaky old chair
eating, laughing, and discerning Brooklynese,
someone reaches into my slumber with levity.
And the science of perfect resolution looks more like an instruction manual,
untouched and cold on the empty desk.
Nothing of this present tense can be revealed
in what we speak.
We are nearer to music, I think, than words.
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The Notebook Under the Bed

Amy England

At the beach, I run into my friend Bela, with her doll-like hands and heavy
accent. She is dyeing the sand with colored powders to prepare for a birthday party.
Already the beach is a spectrum of a hundred shades. The cake, large enough to jump
out of, sits on the sand right where the waves come up, but it's so big that it won't
matter if the bottom gets wet. Bela: "I wish I could talk. So busy." I don't mind that
I'm not invited to stay. As I climb up the dunes, the evening is growing blue, and
guests are beginning to arrive, masked in white and silver, trailing chimes of small
bells, dressed like Pegasus, Pierrot, the moon.
A candy store-the Lucite bins are full of jellybeans. Some are round, some
rectangular, and their flavors are labeled: Lilac, peridot, iris, hematite. The garnet
ones look like pomegranate seeds and taste faintly sweet, but so cold they hurt the
teeth.
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Up in Lucy and Sarah's bedroom there is a salamander trying to run up the wall
ofthe closet. Brown with pale eye spots, like a hag fish, and you can hear the scratching. Mother says, "Its legs are making orange circles in the air." I try to put a paper
bag over it, but it runs, tail flicking up the inside of my ankle, cold, wet and foul.

There's a python in the kitchen and I'm nervous. Don't feel up to catching it,
so I tum on the gas, go into the next room, carefully closing the door behind me.
Thumps, crashing, death throes-! know that huge loops of snake, thick as a tree, are
arching frantically around the kitchen. Its head isn't visible, nor the end of its tail.
I think, "What if Joe decides to use the back door? He'll come to harm,"
but even though it's quiet now, I can't bring myself to check the kitchen just yet. It
turns out fine however. Joe eels in through the little bedroom window. I say, "What,
again no clothes?" Not so; he points to his single piratical earring.
Later, in the kitchen, I gather pieces of dead snake into a burlap bag.
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Brandeis University looks like an English countryside. Maple leaves have
aggregated into a large butterfly that flops past, green orange and on the edges brown,
too clumsy to see in detail. All around it is green and cloudy. Two boys run up with a
butterfly net. "Don't kill it," I say after them, following them in and out oflow brick
stables, dairy barns. It starts to rain. Struck by water, the leaves come apart and drift
down; this strange life is over.

World War Three is coming; all Americans have to leave Tokyo. We crowd
onto the underwater train. Bruce settles in next to me; I have the window seat. As the
ocean floor streams by, we can see picnic tables and hibachis. The brown grass of
what used to be a park is waving in the currents. Far off on the horizon, cigar shapes
slant towards the bottom. They must be the size of dirigibles, but we realize they're
fish.

Walking down an echoing dark hall to a business meeting. I look over-my
husband has turned into a German shepherd, as he often does when he's not feeling
sociable. His eyes are the same blue as before, and his white fur is tipped with black.
Noses my hand, trots off, plume tail, nails clicking on the linoleum, knowing no one
will mind him leaving now. We pretend to other people that he can't control it, you
see. Handsome dog.
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Extracts from Presentations to the Urban Scholarship Society

Amy England

Contruction in Ubar: Building Codes
1.

Wear the boots with the separated toes for better gripping.

2.

Clear area of ivy and other impediment.

3.

Grasp with firmness.

4.

When you have the tool, please plane the wood eagerly until planed.

5.

When stirring mortar, make clockwise stirs, thinking of the strongest bonds,
like those between immediate family members.

6.

When you have cleared the area of shavings, you will feel refreshment.

6A. Do not talk to a monkey.
Do not feed a monkey.
7.

Do not touch a monkey
Do not scream at a monkey.

All ceilings, as of the beginning of the year, must be painted in a shade of
lemon green available only at the Central Building Code Center. The price is
high; the lines, long.

-T.T.N., trans.
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Early Childhood Education: Nursery Rhymes
By T. Tertius Noble
Urbarian parents prevent a host of psychological ills by carefully regimenting the stages in
which their young children are exposed to poetry. Poems for the first year (like the popular
"lunch, punch, crunch-hunch") concentrate on rhyme alone. Color is introduced in the second
year, with word play and occasional references to furniture in the third. Writers of nursery
rhyme collections make certain that all uses of narrative, tone, or character are postponed until
a finn foundation in musicality and furniture has been established.
The following extract, from Baba Ganesh's standard collection First Triangle of Verse will
hopefully provide an introduction to this important, if limited, genre.
1.
Few pew few pew

25.
Rung. Hung. Bung Jung? Lung.

40.
Tink.

127.
Grey. Bellow, cello. Grey

279.
Luna red-red-red-red. Blue Luna.

1, 687.
Green cheat, peat tureen.

897,374,976.
Sofa.

897,374,977.
Yellow Sofa.

899,433,012
Sit.

Blink.
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Early Childhood Education: Primers
The following is an example of an introductory reader. The book is triangular, a
hold-over from the pyramidal clay origins of Ubarian records, and bound in fine
tobacco leaves.

Cover: The Blue Smells of Ubar
Being a Primer for the First Year of Study
of the Young, and Introducing Them to Several Subjects:
Geology, Morality, Cartography, Nostalgia, Poetry, and Engineering.
Written by Baba Ganesh, professor of calligraphy and primer specialist.
quite phallic, is it not?

Page 1: This rock is

Page 2: See the blue smells. They rise from the incandescent carrot vines and get
trapped in the wind mill. Now Farmer Base is holding a special brush, trying to
clean paddles.
Caw

caw

caw

caw

caw

caw

etc.

"Blue Smells!" he says. "Some Pain!" "But lovely, just the same," says Farmer
Gorko, who powers his plow by other means.

Moral: Blue smells are painful to some
Plows and lovely to others.

Pages 3 and 4: Pictography which reads:
Various seafoods Under the auspicious chicken Found near a famous phallic rock
Off-kilter Chinese map

That they thought referred to the glass beach,

and no one corrected them.

Page 5: A poem titled:
It took five centuries to dig a river
Under the beautiful bridges
OfUbar
(The poem repeats the title.)

-T. Tertius Noble, translator
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Travel and Tourism: the Ubarian Souvenir Cache
T. Noble, Ph.D., F.U.S.S.
It had long been rumored among scholars that a group of Ubarian vacation

souvenirs existed in private collection. In April of 1989, in a Kansas savings and
loan forced to close its doors due to wildly inappropriate investiture of funds, a staff
member came across this remarkable collection while dusting out the safety deposit
boxes. The leasee, a certain Giles Hollowpole, travel agent, was unfortunately
mortally wounded during questioning, and so these priceless objects were given to
be housed at the Denver Branch of the Ubarian Studies Society, where they now
reside. The individual objects in the cache are catalogues below.

John Cotton Div: Outer wrappings. Dyed fabric of unknown composition. The cache
was gathered in a sort of triangular furoshki, the pattern of the cloth reminiscent of
the type of uniform worn by inspectors of lenses and things of lens-like shape.

Cotton Mather I: Beach glass from the Glass Beach. Located south of the capital city
along the shores of the Wine Sea, this beach seems to be one of the more popular
tourist destinations. The rich stay at the pollen spas and perhaps never get to the
beach itself, but there are a number of reasonable establishments within sight of the
frosted white shingled and within hearing of the crunching waters.

Increase Mather Xix: Postcard. The original owner of these souvenirs is not named
directly on the postcard, which is merely addressed to a room number at the not very
prestigious Hotel Fruit. The message can be translated as follows: "Esteemed colleague, hope the [indecipherable] are proving restorative. Have you cheated the eels
yet? As you may gather from my card, I am still keeping up with my hobby of
harmonious cactus enhancement. Work on the latest primer is going swimmingly, so
well that I must now laugh at my earlier efforts-'auspicious chicken,' indeed! Guard
your souvenirs carefully! Yours in these as in all matters, Ganesh."

Increase Cotton Dmvii: Stereoscopic view of orange trees. Few who travel to the
Glass Beach fail to take in Florida, the off-shore eel refuge, famous for its underwater orange trees. Rowing out to the refuge and snatching floating oranges from the
snapping jaws of ravenous eels is a popular family pastime.
Cotton Cotton Oxxl: Wicker bracelet. This is an object which enables the returning
Ubarian to subtly make the statement, "I have just been on vacation." It is typically
worn with great nonchalance, as if the vacationer had so recently returned that he or
she had not yet noticed to remove it. Given that the average Ubarian may spend
anywhere from ten to twenty of the year's twenty-two months on vacation, it's a
wonder that vacationing is seen as such a cause for display. Nevertheless, the wicker
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bracelet does often get worn for almost the entire inter-vacation period, until ridicule
of the returned one's to pretension forces its removal.

Vertigo Cotton Vli: Message in a vial. For any Ubarian, the ultimate proof of poetic
accomplishment is the note in the vial, written on vacation for the ostensible purpose
of flinging it out to sea. Of course, no one does this, as the proof of one's poetic
accomplishment would then be lost. Our vacationer has kept his to take home and
exhibit, probably on a stand with a collection of vials from other watering holes.
This somewhat cliched example can be transcribed thus: "0 islanders, I am marooned on a mainland. Although I know you will not come in your roughly carved
boats that move us to tears, at least know there is one who longs for your reaches of
the map: let my envy sweeten your already idyllic days."
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Cobscook Bay, Maine

Corwin Ericson

The island - a soilless boneyard,
the knuckled scrub wood,
the polished grotesquerie, the chalky lucre,
the wind flouting every kind of burial,
keening through the ribs and still-feathered
wmgs.
We napped in masterful naked akimbo.
The breeze blew the mosquitoes away,
billowed the screens; notes and posters
rustled, the same tidal chart fluttered down
every afternoon,
gracefully skating the floor.
Bleached ichorous rocks
like multiple compound fractures
amount to an island distinguished
by runted pine trees and ziggurats
of urchin shards.
Bloody beaked gulls
dash sprawling crabs on the rookery;
the claws fade to a brittle pink,
still pinching grayish clumps of down.
We ate lobsters, blueberries,
and com plateless and shirtless;
the slatternly butter sheening
from your chin to your breasts,
those breasts that we had tended
like fussy gardeners against sunburn,
that I had won and lost over and over
during our boring card games and car rides;
they were rich with butter and ocean and flecked
with bits oflobster shell, they were newly
hatched and self-pollinated.
And I was born again, yet again,
as you slid down in your chair, leveling
your chest on the table, insolently
sucking the flesh from a crushed claw.
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Prayer Scrolls

Cody Gates

One observer is
not favored over
another: we move
west and not west.
We take a molar in
the stomach. You
are god's chosen
saltbox, slapping
the side of a ship,
hanging over the
side of a ship. The
moon can be a
fibrous scar and
you can be fucked
up and you can
take it like that.
Western molar.
Every street in the
valley can be the
name of a child,
every valley a new
western continent,
a wax tum confluence.
Repeat:
upbraided,
upbraided, take
tall sally and make
her long, upbraided, upbraided, the
crease in a shape
of a cross, all over
the fault lines, all
men.
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One observer is
not favored over
another: we move
west and not west.
You are a solar
plexus and a stomach. The moon is a
shrieking skull, if
early. We may
never beloversin
my lifetime. Into
the universe, god's
chosen alt. box
with a lot of asking
not to go. Don't
throw us into the
valley with too little to go on: hair,
hair, lock and lore.
We had instructions to lay hands
on the present. We
had inclinations to
take it into the valaxy from the galley. Take it up,
braid it with the
rest of your teeth.
You are always
your teeth in a
crescent slash
about your head.
And just plain
rocks.

One observer is
not favored over
another: we move
west and not west.
Land of the rinsing suds. Tongs
and
bladder
shrinking into the
orchestra. We may
never be lovers in
my lifetime. Two
unnamed
elements await a
christening, glower like firelight in a
horizon, drunken
trees. We sway violently around an
arbitrary and artificial device that
marks time. Every
time a valley swallows a child, say:
this is the bill for
the lard, say:
umma gumma,
say: there are
things you will
never repeat in
this house. Hang
on to ropes over
the side and slap it
with your palms.

One observer is
not favored over
another: we move
west and not west.
A face turned to a
solar flare. There
has never been a
ship with a name.
We are crude in
our eyes. We are
escaped into the
valley of dearth,
god's swallowed
children. You are
revisited in song,
revised in song,
riveted in long,
stable surroundings. Into the universe we get down.
Teeth clattering
and sold. Women
in the valley writing the names of
their children on
teeth, hoisted on
the smallest street
signs: Avenida de
Poco. Plain and
hollow in the
translation: you
are favored and
favored among all
men.

Only the skull of a man is much of an ashtray.
-George Starbuck

Cody Gates

a woman without shoulders in a photograph
she has decided that now is the time to tell things
she hoists a flag on a tooth
a cousin: a priest in the country she comes from
when you are dead: no sandwiches
she knows there has never been a ship with a name
she married the last man on earth
there is even some Hollywood between then and now
she has decided that now is the time to tell things
she lets loose a flower on the phone
no horses, no car, never drove, no school
has a sponge in her head
chinese checkers: clack, clack, clang
she rips the knobs off doors in one skinny swipe
it never comes down, the heat, in a way
she has decided that now is the time to tell things
blue, green and red are not colors in the usual sense
she is un- unborn and, no, it's not what I'm thinking
there are people in the photographs only she knows
she takes apart a moment with a string of words
your and your and your and your
in the war: from a motorcycle: diabetes: in the hospital
she has decided that now is the time to tell things
she has decided: the furniture is to be moved everyday
she tells how old things are
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Excerpts from Zeno s Cure
Greg Glazner
... compressed to a state of zero size and infinite density, called a singularity...
The laws of physics cannot describe infinite quantities ...
-Lightman and Brawer, Origins

... and singing as the farm was home
in the sun that is young once only...
-Dylan Thomas, "Fern Hill"

If the explosion could be slowed, if the first vast heartbeat could be silenced,
if, in the double-framed opening where the language hovers, God were silent,
if we could linger here, not quite standing still, as the thermal equilibrium balloons
open after the flash, a single second,
as the heat sears all things equally, and they struggle out,
shattering each into its isolated form,
as they long back in as gravity, as the love of falling back in together, of joining and
erasurein the white doorway, between thuds, lighted in, we stall and bask while we can.
What bleeds in from the future's a new theory about governance,
a first flashpoint narrower than a knifetip, but measurable, not zero,
the first heat smothered down to the calculable, still seething, but not endless.
In the shade's fabric, lamplight pools a last while beside us, fine nodes like a bronchial
outbranching in the floral weave,
a faint gust lifts leafshade off a carved name, Elise.
The grid of predictions, widening, comes down, a tighter and tighter mesh,
seining the yield from even the future's sunlight and the breeze, the hidden variables
revealed,
after the failures, after clutching at the chest of her gown, when the tubeful of
morphine came down to her,
the little burst of childhood.
Now something on a false vacuum, a new story full of closures called dimensions, at
least ten, roiling into the true void, measurable, even at the origin,
four dimensions to live in, and the separate others, six at least.
(We must not go there, we cannot.)
Not in the hallway, with our shoes offplease, it hurts, Jesus, all over.
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In the study the slant light narrows, almost noon, a last inscription, on the pages and
my hands alike,
ofleaf- shifts and powerlines, run-through with starlings.
In the truck-shade teeming and wavering, at the core of a yellowed glare, the space
between the pulses with just the breathing, then the choosing, the ruptured music.
Now something fusing gravity with time and space, one equation, locked shut at the
detonation,
only separating later (whatever that may come to mean).
The lamp clicks off, the name slips back under shade, the monitors go flat and then the
lifeless spasms.
Time animated as a double-headed arrow in a tape loop, played forward, then reversed,
arcing back and forth across the black screen of a monitor,
nothing to come from, sealed in calculations, nowhere to arrive.
Time spun clockwise, counterclockwise like a polished ratwheel of equations, locked

m.
Each upward-facing figure scrambling a last while as if climbing there on the circular
ladder, without origin or end.
Out of a dreamless sleep the snake swallowing its tail, glaring,
fastened into itself like a belt of dreamed foil.
Now something on endless detonation and collapse.
Immaculate, cold-blooded, the looped flesh making itself endless,
tying up the last loose ends of the organic,
devouring its past like a science.
Now whatever other unimaginable story of foreclosure please the future.
We stall and bask while we can. Bled into constantly by foreign stations.
Flash, saying, but not yet said.
Not yet anything, but the next heartbeat is.
An infinitesimal attack, but like a paralysis.
I wanted to lean and loaf at my ease, I wanted to sing in my chains-
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Three Poems from The Book of Funnels

Christian Hawkey

Where does this lead

I searched the wall for a glass knob, lost
in the texture of whitewash, cracked surfaces, pavement
- I was on my knees in the simple dark, my hands
hearing a car where the road curves inside a mountain.
I don't recall breathing. Its sound. No lapse I knew
in my eyes until someone's high beams
bent through the room-your body,
spilled from the sheets,
an Exchange ofTerritory

I sat down, half awake,
maybe we should move the door here
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A rusted wheelbarrow, overturned

hidden in the shade of it, exchanging our genitals
as if they were kingdoms-and they are-and there are othersthe whittled beak of a hummingbird,
a monastery of oyster mushrooms
perched high in a dying oak,
the way the wind lays the elephant grass
on its side or mails a voice through an open window
to our ears; a dinner bell rings out
quick,
while we are gods

Fanning out through the tall grass
fireflies, one by one
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What horses

rising from the violin bow
how many voices, frayed,
gallop through my ear? One, but his fetlocks
are knotted with burs, and when he lowers the pulleys of his neck
his eyes stay open at the trough.
In the absence of wind
it is the same trough the sky inhabits.
My face leans in
and slides over the red coke can, lolling at the bottom,
until its bullet hole opens out of my eye. Heartache.
Which is the other horse,
beautifully groomed,
standing beside me

Ready, with each whinny,
to take a bite out of my shoulder
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Head of an Elk

Mark Irwin

left for meat, forever detached, familiar
as our lives at birth --or suddenly- now. Then someone
videos it and a city begins: There's a church
of high red worship, an opera of insect voices, a robbery
of smells fabling the day: "Come forward within the city,
across its bridges and walls." -A festival of reds and choiring
browns, yet there are no sounds except that man
in the leaves making love to a woman, and that woman
giving birth, and now that child, his baptism, communion,
and marriage. Sun gongs through the leaves. Mourners
gather around. "I would have given my life for him,"
a mother says, as a priest says, "Have mercy," while flies sing
wild hosannas, and bees rumble the eyes, and someone promises
while another confesses, and someone sells while another
buys, as an army of ants begins dismantling the skull till the sun
-as if glimpsing a body- turns a cloud longish and red.
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An Even More Sarcastic Rembrandt

Sherril Jaffe

Fifteen year old Lonnie Sobel sat alone, writing in a spiral notebook. He wrote in
turquoise ink with a fountain pen with disposable cartridges. The words he was
writing were like numbers on a combination lock.
However, his handwriting was completely illegible, and no one would ever know
what he was writing. Even he wouldn't be able to read it when he came across it in
a box of notebooks he had stored in the basement when he went away to college and
which he discovered when he cleaned out his mother's house forty years later, after
she died. His parents had wanted him to be a doctor, but that never happened.
On this day, when Lonnie was scribbling in this notebook, he was not quite a
man, but not a boy anymore, either. His skin was tan from lifeguarding at the pool
in town, and he was bored, because it was summer. It was 1958, an age when
people were still capable of experiencing boredom. His boredom was mainly a
result of working at his other job at the swimming pool chemical supply store where
for minimum wage all he did all day was decant chemicals from one big vat into
different jugs. Some were labeled "diving board cleaner," some "tile cleaner," some
"deck cleaner," and some "chlorine," though he filled them all from the same mother
vat. The other part of his job was putting the appropriate price on each. His better
job, which was only on alternate weekends, allowed him to sit high up on a ladder
with a white towel around his neck, sunglasses, something white on his nose, and
long, loose, faded turquoise bathing trunks, looking down on the swimmers and the
loungers and the talkers who might or might not be about to drown.
One day toward the end of that summer, he got on a train or on a bus or climbed
into the back of a packed proto-Volvo station wagon. And then they began to drive.
They drove, and they drove, and they drove, and they drove, and they drove, and
they drove. The buildings began to disappear. They kept driving.
Hills rose up roundly like breasts covered with pine trees all around them,
holding them in, squeezing them slightly as they drove to a tum-off. The small road
which they had entered led to the tum-off to a smaller road which led to the tum-off
to a smaller road. The road grew smaller and smaller. Loons were now laughing all
around them, a laughter which was maniacal. They had finally arrived at their
destination-Maine. Lu-hu-hu-hu-hu-hooo!
Lonnie stepped down from whatever it was he was riding in onto the shore of a
lake, crushing pine needles under his sneakered foot. A sharp clean green smell
floated up to his nose through the heat. His best friend Howie Greenberger was
standing before him. Howie punched Lonnie in the good natured way that boys
punch each other or shove each other even today. Standing behind Howie, so that
she looked only two inches tall, was Howie's mother in a starched and ironed white
sleeveless blouse, and behind her, so that he appeared to be only a quarter inch tall,
was Howie's younger brother, who understood nothing. Behind him, so that he
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appeared small enough to fall through the mesh of a screen was Howie's father,
close to six feet tall, though if truth be told he was merely five foot eight.
So they were not tall people, but gigantically larger than they appeared, because
of the trick of eyesight. Did I mention that Lonnie was nearsighted? To be nearsighted is to see things as much smaller than they, in fact, are, although Lonnie had
no way of knowing this, as his condition was congenital and he had never seen
anything any other way. As he looked over Howie's shoulder at Howie's mother he
held up his hand and placed a thumb on the bottom ofhis vision of Mrs.
Greenberger and his forefinger on the top of where her head appeared in his view.
His fingers were only a few inches apart.
Behind Mr. Greenberger, through the pine trees, was the lake, glinting. Howie
helped Lonnie carry his gear into the cottage. Inside, the cottage was all knotty pine
with little green curtains pulled back on the windows. Lonnie could see a plaid
bedspread on the bed in the bedroom. The boys would all be sleeping on pull-out
couches in the living room; Mr. And Mrs. Greenberger had the bedroom. Howie
was poking Lonnie and asking him if he wanted to go for a swim. In a minute
Lonnie had changed into his swim trunks, he had a white towel around his neck, and
something white on his nose that kept getting on his glasses. There was a large ant
on the window sill, and Lonnie watched this large ant on the windowsill travel
through the world while Howie was changing, a trip he might have taken himself,
had things been otherwise.
The beach was at the bottom of a tall grassy hill. At the top of the hill sat an old
man in plaid pants and a straw hat.
"Goin' swimin'?" the old man asked them as they passed. "I don't see why you
want to go swimin'. If you go swimin' you're definitely going to get wet. Then
you'll have to dry off. Then you'll have to get dressed again. Tell me, is it really
worth all that?"
"Yes," Howie said. They marched down the hill to the beach and spread out
their towels. They took off their shoes, and slid their feet through the loose sand.
They waded out into the water. Floats outlined a rectangle. As long as the little kids
stayed within this rectangle they would be safe from drowning. But what was to
keep them inside this rectangle?
Naturally, they would want to swim out, swim out to the raft anchored a few
hundred feet out. The lake bottom was squishy, and every so often someone would
yell "snake!" and everyone would run out of the water. Lonnie and Howie pulled
themselves up on the raft and lay in the sun. No pretty girls sunned themselves out
here. A couple of ten year old boys pushed each other off and climbed up and
pushed each other off and climbed up. And then they swam back to the shore, and
Howie and Lonnie lay on their backs alone and looked up into the clouds.
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Pretty soon, the two young men, or whatever they were, swam back to the shore
also, and there they dried themselves and put their shoes back on. The old man was
gone now, and they walked back through the woods to the cottage. "I've got something in my shoe," Howie said, and Lonnie turned and looked back at the lake
through the trees. He could only see the trunks of the trees, because his head was
lowered at a forty-five degree angle. The trunks of the trees divided the lake into
sections. Lonnie squinted through one eye because the sun was sinking, and he saw
the lake and the trees without perspective, so that they seemed to exist on the same
plane, like a Mondrian.
All of the cottages around the lake shared one dining hall, a large echoey room
with a huge stone fireplace and antlers over the doorway-from a moose. One
person got up from each table and went to the kitchen for platters of food, for
chicken and biscuits and mashed potatoes and string beans out of a huge can. One
person from each table went to the kitchen and carne back with huge pitchers of red
punch and iced tea.
The next day was the same as the first day. Howie and Lonnie went to the beach
to go swimming. The old man in the straw hat sat on the top of the hill. He expressed his view-stupid-about what they were about to do-swim. They swam to
the raft. No girls were there in white swirncaps. Clouds massed overhead, turning
silver as the sun hurried behind them. They swam back to the shore then. Everyone
was running out of the water because it was about to tum dangerous. There was
about to be lightning.
They ate in the dining hall again, with all the other families, lamb chops and
mint jelly, then afterwards, when all the dishes had been cleared, some people were
playing checkers, and Howie and Lonnie walked back to the cottage. Howie's
parents had already gone ahead, but Howie and Lonnie wanted to smoke a cigarette.
They told Howie's parents they were going to look at the stars. They stood in the
woods behind the cottage. Howie's little brother threatened to tell on them. They
knocked him over until he was sprawling in the dirt. "Just joking," they said. The
bedroom of the cottage was illuminated in front of them, and Lonnie saw Mrs.
Greenberger framed inside of it as if she were on a small rectangular TV. But you
didn't see things like this on TV. She was beginning to undress for bed. Lonnie saw
her breasts through the open window. Lonnie turned to look at Howie. Howie was
several yards ahead ofhirn down the path. Howie was looking into the bedroom
window of another of the cottages, also illuminated. Then the lights started to go
out; it was time to go to sleep.
Only Lonnie couldn't sleep, even though it was cooler here in Maine than it had
been back horne, and he didn't have to keep turning his pillow over and over to get
to a cool side. Lonnie couldn't sleep because ofthe moans he was hearing through
the wall, the moans of Mrs. Greenberger. Gradually, the moans died away, and there
were a few moments of silence. Then Lonnie heard Mrs. Greenberger speak. "Is
there something wrong with me? Is there something wrong with me that I want it so
much?"
"No," Mr. Greenberger's voice answered. "It's perfectly normal." Lonnie fell
asleep.
The next day was the same as the previous day. The lake sectioned off by the
pine trees, the old man, the squishy mud, reeds, raft, rectangle of safety, and then
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back to the dining hall where a strange new man sat at the table.
It was somebody's brother, come up from the city. He wore khaki pants and his
lank sandy hair swept back from the side. The topic of discussion at the table was
art, Dutch painters in particular. A certain Dutch painter, alive today. This new
Dutch painter, the strange man said with a certain flair, could be compared to
Rembrandt. He had everything that Rembrandt had-faces looming out of the dark
with real eyes which really watched you, really looked out of the painting. He had
slouch hats coming out of the shadows, bodies dimpled with fat and a belief in the
idea of nobility of spirit. "Yes," said this stranger, who happened to have a gallery
in the village during the summer or else was a curator somewhere or perhaps a critic,
"this new Dutch painter-how can I explain his gift? He's an even more sarcastic
Rembrandt."
"What?" Lonnie said to himself. He had always believed that Rembrandt was
anything but sarcastic. If Rembrandt was sarcastic then everything else which he
knew, all his assumptions, were called into question. Lonnie felt terribly sophisticated and terribly disillusioned and sad all at the same time, never doubting the
words which had caused this.
That night he lay in his bed listening to Mrs. Greenberger moan through the
wall. "Is there something wrong with me?" she asked Mr. Greenberger. "No," he
answered. "There's nothing wrong with you. It's perfectly normal." "Because I
want it so much," she said.
The next day Howie and Lonnie went to the beach. Old man in straw hat stupid
questions. Raft, clouds, sand, snakes. The smell of the pine trees and slime.
But today is different. Today Howie and Lonnie go out in a little boat on the
lake. This is not unusual in itself. Every day they go out in a little boat and row out
to the island and beyond. Out in the lake they light up their cigarettes. The clouds
are gathering. The heat presses down on their chests. There is a crack of lightning
and then thunder. Rain crashes down on them in gigantic drops. They begin rowing
furiously to the island. Through the thunder and the lightning and the rain they hear
the roar of a single engine plane. It is coming closer and closer, until it is right over
their heads.
The roaring stops, suddenly.
The wing falls off the plane.
The plane begins to fall into the lake.
Howie and Lonnie run for the boat and row as furiously as they can to where
they saw the plane come down. Parts of the fuselage are caught in some reeds.
Lonnie looks over the side of the boat. Something is bobbing there like a big golf
ball. It is cylindrical, and appears to be green, because everything just beneath the
surface appears to be green.
It is a round bald skull he sees bobbing.
That night, there is dinner in the dining hall-spaghetti with meatballs. How
foolish Lonnie was to think he understood Rembrandt. Starlight, cigarettes and
breasts with red nipples.
A new day of swimming and sour old men, rafts without girls on them, rowing
on the lake, without planes crashing from now on, and lying in bed at night aware of
his own body. And that night, the last night in Maine, he made himself a promise.
He made a promise to his body, that he and his body would never separate, that they
would always be together. They would each have someone to count on, someone to
live the life that he was leading.
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A Life

Alice Jones

At the startemphasize focus,
the word 'or '
names a genuine reality.

Contradictorinessattitudes, politics,
multiple guises
substance,
correspondence emerges,
almost comicallyhis unsupervised youth,
a physics experiment
bums, amputations
a result fearful to God.
In point of fact
children should be artists,
inspiration
uncontrolled by necessity.
Words constitute, understandably,
a mirror:
beset by black depressions,
panics, a brood
of children, love
ambivalence and age.
In search of cure,
he embraced,
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searched out
a collection of methods:
corridors, a hundred chambers
(someone at another desk,
the investigator, finds
a theory somewhat)
no homecoming longed-for.
By then
the singular legacymanhood, give-and-take

hard to pin down
as quicksilver
endearing reason, not
calcified
genuinely inquisitive,
undisciplinablenotice him striding.

(All of the phrases in this poem are taken from a New York Times book review by
Christopher Lehmann-Haupt of Genuine Reality:A Life of William James by Linda
Simon. The first italics is a quote from William James, used by Linda Simon as an
epigraph for her book. The second italics is a quote from Alice James.)
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It Becomes You

Catherine Kasper

How shall we fashion our nakedness?
if Belinda before her mirror, if clothing
beautiful
hair shirt, shirt of mail
provide yet another illusion
even the simplest unravels here
even the body has worn through
conceal
what tangled weeds of distress, stressing
a need to be covered
or a need to be worn?
the coat you bought for me
winters in the lining against
fashion of the present moment
or unveil the unveiled, the striptease without
organs splayed for rapture
seared skin, liquid; fashioned exterior
nothing concealed so nothing trembling
even the simplest thread unravels here
If Belinda, she would eat the moon
to expose her ribs, devour her
to free the fork and knife, and clever Freud
in the burning fabric
a ruin which stands on the site of an old story
the clothes are made of threads of ideas
What is man himselfbut a micro-coat?
no need to be covered there
what I am writing, because it is become fashion
will keep you from rain, cold
although you prefer hats to umbrellas
a whole centre and a border make hanging a way of dressing
hangers out of closet
the celestial suit at the cleaners
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even the unraveling threads are visible
even the cross-current, the name Belinda
who wears the coat you gave me
she was so weak, so worried
skin under lace-no-lace under skin
I am spleen in the salty rain, not even skin
that too has been worn away
before wig and frockcoat were the rivers
even the ribs have been exposed before
hand-me-downs from other armoires
Belinda on the beach burnt clean
how the fish gills pulse for the cameras
or an even pair of hem
a real translation is transparent; it does not
cover the original
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The Venation of a Frenate

Sally Keith

If sorrow only nets a tomb, then steep my eyes, then split the twine.
The mourning man, he shifts his weight, turns the prayer, sending it down
(and pilgrim and kite and pine)
and begs with bent arrows and stones, like lithic knells could loose the ground.
He screws the prayer to send it down.
No still-water, no eludent gaze-come eddy, keep me-closed
like lithic knells will loose hard ground.
The ancient chamber fills with sand, our house is going, toll on toll.
Come eddy, now, and keep me-close.
Come brace the woman full with fear. She's shaking the door, blocks in her eyes.
Our house is gone. We toll, we woe.
And only the bolt, gone full with black. The bolt to mark the latching line,
not shaking the door and blocks in your eyes,
Do Jiuious OJ; DO ol?)ect to covnl-go ovJ; go in. 1 cannot remain.

No bolt to mark my latching line,
no coaxing, no calling (cannot) but balsa on balsa, my sticking frame.
Go out. Go out. I won't remain.
Do you see the field's even splay? The Monarchs' wings flatly tack,
and balsa on balsa my sticking frame.
Each solid edge can fray in time, like goldenrod gone brown, long past,
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but Monarchs' wings, flatly tack.
We want to hold our vision here. We bleach the color to trace the veins,
like goldenrod gone brown, long past,
like windows, glass on glass; to press the wings to bleed the stain,
bleach the color to trace the veins. Then steep my eyes to split the twine,
keep pressing the wings to bleed the stain. And pilgrim. And kite. And pine.
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The Pond

George Keithley

1

"You tell me," he said. "A dream, a lie, a story?"
Did I think the soul is anything at all, he asked,
and his voice, always faint, quavered in the mild air.
After a spring shower sunlight sponging the sidewalk dry.
"I know it's not flesh and blood," he said. "But whose dream?
Whose story?" A troubled priest, he no longer drinks
but he still shakes. Too jittery to offer the eucharist,
the trembling host. How could I not know his shame?
"I've become the thing I dreaded being. This empty
black suit. Threadbare. A sight to scare children."
We walked beside a steaming street. Cars blaring.
2
Amid couples clasping hands the bitter but welcome
aroma of coffee had lifted the city to its feetWindow-shoppers; their glassy faces. The stained beard
murmuring into its newspaper. The cluster of men
and women straining to read a marquee. Necks craned
like ducks worried by changeable weather. Quiet eyes
heavenward. Why then did I remember a small pond?
Almost winter in the woods. Cold, damp. Dense clouds
low and darkening. Weighted with what? Rain or snow.
Impossible to tell beforehand although you see
its imminence in the level water: the certain
coming of it. In time how it disturbs the pond.
Even the deep woods. "Is it, then, the fever
of every changing hour?" he asked: "Is it how
we know the loss that flies from us forever?"
3
Ahead of us, two women, buoyant in April dresses,
hurried, heels clicking. Stopping for the comer light.
"I didn't see you last night at the party."
"Sorry I missed it. But you said you'd call."
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"I couldn't speak. To anyone."
"Was Alice-?"
"I found her naked in our bedroom."
"Again? The slut."
"Asleep on the rug."
"How do you stand it? If my-"
"I don't know where he was. Or care."
"But you had to wake her."
"I dragged her across the floor by her hair."
They walked on.
4
"I have to believe the soul is more than anger or pain,"
he pleaded as we crossed the street
hurrying belatedly the way men run
who are nearly too old to run, dragging our shadows.
"How do we know?"
"Don't be a damned fool. You're my friend.
Trust me," he said, his voice trembling still.
Rain or snow.
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Memory

George Keithley

The hour is late. Starlight falls
like fine rain through the warped
roof of the covered bridge
over Lost Child Creek again.
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Passing Over Water

Noelle Kocot

The sunset is blinding today.
The bridge seems to have shed its cables,
And everything tapers to a methodical hissing, a calm.
I cannot hear above the wheels that softly sing
What seems a lullaby to soothe all of creation,
Meant to reach even into the rich marrow of stars.
I dreamed this once,
The bridge, the sea, the song of the train,
And in the dream the trees were fluorescent trees,
Fuschia, bright yellow, electric teal,
Brushing against the sky in the breeze like fiber-optic lamps.
In the dream there was a feeling of utter silence,
Palpable as sketches for buildings,
And I wondered when it would leave, if it would leave at all,
Of if it would exist only in the prism of that instant
Where earlier I'd heard a voice urging me
Through an anguished mesh of faces and rain:
Forget everything you know, it is of no use to anyone,
And your ominous conjectures will shrivel away
In the salt ofyour own affliction.
I remember I sat in my seat just as I am now sitting,
Whispering over and over dark is right, dark is right,
And when I turned my face to the clear, dark window
I saw lions struggling to climb out of the sea.
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Aunt Lee Dying, Surrounded By Family

Noelle Kocot

The end came swaying toward you
Over a field ofhot llamas thirsting for glacial omens.
We on the other hand, found ourselves bent in deference
To, how should I say, "th' artifice of it all,"
The gristle of our allegiance to you.
And which is worse, the malleable fusion
Of our averted eyes, or the piecing together of ceremony,
"The merest husk of faith,"
Such as measuring the air left in the lungs
Of a raggier self?
I keep losing what it is I'm trying to say.
Or, we must listen to the voices that seem useless:
The colorful nuzzling of a trumpet
Against the necks of lions and lambs.
In other words, my hands are grafted to lamentation,
And two occult, adamantine wings gleam behind me,
Hooked into the lineaments of pride scowling across the lilting scene.
In fact, the whole place is gravid with language
Dressed in a paper gown
In which you are patted on the back from all directions.
Now the nightfall is an innuendo risen from the dark roots of afternoon,
And your eyeball vaults across my childhood caked with cake
Spilling a trickle of voices that ultimately bow,
This being the bad taste with which we apprenticed ourselves to your ways.
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Snapshots

Paula Koneazny

recover blue (azure, cobalt,
aquamarine)-you know
what you're thinkingfireflies light up the battery charge
raconteurs circle place mats
casseroles in the oven
syllables on tongues, ankles
fumbling the obscene
constricted voice.
Let's sit down and hit erase
wiping up the floor after seduction
cinches belts-I'll show you later
how rumor began
how store-bought down to the cheekbones (wings)
-transporting insects in mason jars.
Listen to the message
they eat with their fingers
tearing apart the last word
(there's always too much food)
back in the bedroom-camera
flash indoors-red above the eyes.
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Visuals

Paula Koneazny

If she doesn't remember movies, the titles,
bright and shadowy, palpate the experience.
Violet not a view but a felt surface. Casablanca,
that panic or exhilaration. Pulp Fiction
images portable as jumbled paraphernalia
snapped inside a purse. You only have sixty seconds to look
and a lifetime to describe. She recalls two dimes, an emergency
phone call wearing a hole in the satin lining. I really loved that one
I forget exactly what happened, but the cinematography ...
The baby's face a blur she can feel every pore she pushes
him out only his name she can't get the look ofhim
exactly. Yes, the blonde 40's furniture but not Daddy's cheekbones
or knuckles, just the feel of their coats bristling, the fragrance
in the cedar closet. As seen from. Beheld.
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Arithmetic of Closure

Paula Koneazny

1.
gauze evenmg
black satin slinky lips and diva nails
spiked hair gel

Epater Ia bourgeoisie
muscles detached like retinas
non-coincident
these arms
these earlobes
sinew knitting TIME
in the meantime
torpor and
parental arhythmia
we must do this to music
"Ladies, step it up."
2.

Shut your trap!
ta gueule!
Big mouth!
Close it, you hear me, or else!

3.
Premature runs the gamut.
Even so,
they say heroin is like no other coincidental emergency (room, lights, measures).
Rewind: Narcan into the cardiac.
Show them how
frail bones fissure the vanishing point, insulting
juxtaposition, hair parted and tucked to a quiver.
Breath how she slips through.
4.
After-dark games, neighborhood kids screaming "Gotcha," You're IT,"
"Ollie, Ollie, all in free!" Mammas call out names from porches and stoops.
Windows open to humidity, mosquitoes and fireflies swooning in the afterglow.
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5.
endings involve
glass ceilings and underwater trauma
inexhaustible every second
last of the red hot mamas
last of the big spenders
last of the Mohicans
last of the line (lineage, i.e., passing on
down
the)
headstones topple
lichen the breathtaking array
(some kid in an alley investigating luminosity,
shifting her feet, swaying from side to side)
Count to a hundred before
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A Letter Beginning with The Adept

John Latta

Dear
The adept adopt and the clumsy
Perish. And is it dictum or mere zeal? Is my heart so
Inflatable, cautious, sere? Tonight I could toss it to anyone
Drowning: the big boy's big buoy. Looping out like he is:
Looped. Teehee. Big monster teehee. _ _ __
The comeliness of the age is not to be found here.
Shouldn't we skip in a broad sashay of light-alert, unceasing,
Unbereaving? Naw, I be too blue. Why such pecunia and mayhem?
No money, no sport, and love? Oh little tedious tedious
Like petunias edging the parking lot. What rash colors!
Though droopy like some breeds of dogs are. Though
Ho, I, hum, do, do, forget just how, uh, like . ..
My window levels with some trees and some birds.
They're winging about, glad. Glad? Oh the lottery winnings,
The returned diplomat, the benign look the columns, Doric, have,
Holding up that big structure so nicely. So nicely.
____ , I err, grouchy, cornered by doubts.
Are they inextricable, yea, daft? Or merely inexplicable,
Never spelled out? When I drink I have no will, though I do
Own the night. Or I spar with the night, tossing out
Glib flurries en forme de mon coeur. Or I spar with the fathers.
Do you know Mort Walker? Do you know Geoffrey Chaucer?
Here, I'll introduce you: "Whan that April with his showres soote' d
The lapels of Beetle's mackintosh, the Sergeant farted
In thunder, wrung clammy hands and wept, oh shrilly
Wept, perced to the roote. Zero, the toothsome haberdasher,
Knitted in the Px, exhorted without witticism, clicking
Needles in goofy rhythms. Zero's work would soon be Beetle's
Yoke, he didn't joke about it, not with the Sergeant coming, that cloud!
He would never spell it out." Love, John
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Some Versions of History

Eric Lorberer

autocracy, anarchism

the great clock winds down.
Grandmother sends it to the
repair shop where messrs. Fix-it
are puzzled by a seeming lack
of internalized trauma. They light
votive candles in the back room
in the back room
of the big house, great-grandmother
is tied up, frothing at the mouth, screaming
democracy, devil-worship

prophecies about hell. She could bum
water, great-grandfather said shortly
before they put her away
they put her
in the china closet. There
among the geisha girls no one would notice
a chipped porcelain doll, useless
except in memory
monarchy, marxism

which has never been accurate in
that family, because the maids carried
huge erasers Mondays and Thursdays.
After scrubbing the floors and doors and wars
they would collect great-grandmother's
spit and fashion lace doilies
lace
lives they could give to the poor people
church of
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Button

Eric Lorberer

Reality trips like a solemn parakeetI'm trying to get inside your grey-blue
perfume but I never could dance
with my shadow at parties.
Fussy and piebald harlequins are
alright, I guess, and their great physiques
gross me out a little bit, gentian violets
filled with ardent tonsils and chagrin.
You sure are a fit hombre for that-there aquarium!
In the morning everything fits like a gloveyour chorus of champing anus-teeth, clear
as grief or brandy, a brisk rapebut still no magic in how we portray each other.
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The Starling

Eric Lorberer

The music!
A yellow leaf, turning.
Yes I could meet you in Holyoke she
said, and raised an eyebrow.
I abandoned my station.
A man returned Life Studies, explaining
he misunderstood it.
I pierced
the flesh beneath the nipple,
the fat content, the drowsy feeling I had.
I really thought I was dying.
Can you sleep in the back room in case of
a missile attack, a sense of impending
doom, an unfriendly gesture?
Above me, Greta barked.
Minnie the Moocher
dug her claws in the carpet.
Yes I could meet you for chinese
checkers she said, and
handed me the money.
Dawn had begun
to arrive earlier, and with it
the vague presentiment I had,
the starling.
Africa was nowhere in sight.
An old man came
and a young one who asked for the key.
Yes I could meet you in Zaragoza she
said, and licked her teeth.
My gaze wandered into the street
where a clown gave
the same old man a flower;
he laughed.
I kept my composure.
Yes I could meet you beneath the wooden
box she said, and chewed her gum forcefully.
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How distant she seemed.
Can you wander the earth forever like
a house, those tears you collected
in a cup, the cruel ocean?
The starling thrashed to fit
through a slit in the ceiling
when all along the window was open,
and me with my pathetic bread
to lure it down.
No, not oblivion.
United States.
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Uncontrollable Gestures of the Puppet Master

Eric Lorberer

Your eyes: twin cities with power failures
the poppies keep riveted his attention to various
forms of weather, yellow dust like flames
kisses the floor and fur of Italian
opera he plays constantly.
This is no ordinary
birthday cake the puppet master
craves-blue lightning
is lightning from lips he
tacks on his chest, his blood hard,
his hand around the wood. Technology
tells her always to get undressed
At the paper factory
the key sat in an overstuffed chair.
She felt the same pain at the moment of red
while the phone continued to ring, disturbing
idiots in the village their already fitful
sleep, which can never be remembered limb
from limb, a hatchet stuck in a rabbitHe opened the door in his underwear.
There was a small hallway, poorly lit
and a light at the end of it.
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XXVII

Joshua McKinney

The love in question comes
A lamp, a matter ofhands
It throws is fatter than
It lands, it grows, a pause
As a different
Silence only as
Sober, syllables
Will come to us and where
Is a surprise
Near the question?
To answer

to light in the last
of sums the shadow
before and where
in the pledge vast
direction how many know
objection? aware
stand waiting her
them will go
am I still anywhere
allow me
from there
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XXX
Joshua McKinney

The distance on the look
Therefore one does not
A torch will parch the core
Hangs over us and stirs
Unspent. At sunrise
Smoke from a neighboring state
The gangs along the road
Their bright clothes
For a man reads, "The days are
Nailed to a tree
Anew zone
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touches each fact
such seeing took
now summer's tent
the vapid act
the horizon shook
o ghostly scent
are gone
erased the sign I mistook
few repent"
braced against
event

XXXI

Joshua McKinney

So when I came here
Winded, shorn of name
To look at me. Agreement
Later, spell-broken
A safety zone, a scar
Was token to none save those
But had forgotten. Ash
A will to good. Ifblood
Flesh to a word no urn
The tired. Save
I would have

descended through clouds
entire the fire turned
not to tell
houses lost the road
once cut what was learned
who knew well
gave nerve hot-wired
could it would bum
could hold none to spell
for the wild
fired it all
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XXXIV

Joshua McKinney

It was good to hear

from you and I
Thought of that time
near the wood when we
Saw the bright flash of a
bird part the green
the sight yes? our eyes
Wall of that world. It burned
Closed as it flew straight at us
we were three
Live things then. And when we looked
once more keen
To see where it had gone, one
of us never
Should have tried to guess
its name suddenly
It was a word, much less than
it had been
Your mouth was
the cruelest hue I had ever
seen
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Boulogne-sur-Mer

Nancy Mendoza

Like a fleet assembled for invasion
we wait in lines for the subsequent cancellation
of cross-channel service. I position myself
between conversations, as earlier between
the city's quarters. One man jingles
in his pockets and eyes a woman's breasts
pretending he has things to say
about notable structures. Another stiffens
in his suit when he realizes the day has gone
to the strikers. His companion tells him
the hovercrafts speed on a one inch cushion of air.
Isn ~ travel amazing.

2

There is a quaint hotel room.
There is an Elvis movie with French subtitles.
You strike out for food and wind up
dining in a room full of men who pay for everything.
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You smoke and let them capture you in photographs.
You let them touch you.
Hours pass
and then you are driving with them to a house in the country.
It smells like lavender.

You think I'm free to wander, and so
step from the car. Damp grass.
Your eyes must be beautiful.
You are aware that you are alone.
Is it the lilacs you hear
openmgthe warmth of the sun, equally quiet.
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#263 (anyway elegy)

Ben Miller

1.
I'm lying in a ditch not far from a brick wall, having received some kind of death wound.
A tan man leans over me. I want him to put his hand on my forehead and say "God
Bless." And he is saying something, the lips are moving, but I can't hear a word. I lift my
head. "Please, speak up!! I don't have all day!" and somehow the pedestrian quality of
that exhortation cures me.
2.
Weeks go by between genuine pieces of meat.
3.
Finally a juicy documentary lands on my plate, a 1936 deal about the Dingling
Brothers Circus and its star attraction, a strong man who would give a Shetland pony a ride
around the center ring and then buck the animal off into a pissy pile of hay, sometimes
breaking that pretty little neck, sometimes not.

4.
I sketch a smart bomb on a napkin and my smart bomb wears a stylin' pair ofGucci
glasses that jiggle like jelly during descent.
5.
I meet a superstitious man who claims he and his wife never make love on a bed
because they don't want to end up like all the other couples they know.

6.
An overworked friend calls to say she nearly suffocated after she fell asleep on the
subway and her head drooped into a plastic shopping bag: I thought I was going to die
like a baby!
7.
I write an elegy anyway: "Bliss was a beautiful person. I She just wanted, I like so
many others, I to stay that way."
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A Necessary Backward Rowing, Glance, By Glance

Rusty Morrison

A reappraisal of my hero versionsmy flame-keeping,
talk from the interior crowd
around the not me.
There was an airplane drone about it, a wanted poster, maybe a war woundthe unnatural of any two likenesses
corresponding in cursive, postage due.
Be sanguine, I said to myself, ostentatious and alert,
now congenial, now implausible-all of them,
clicks in the lock,
kept me outside the silent eyed,
simpler witchcraft of making day.
Fastidiously, I loved-chose a third row seat for each
indoctrination,
a four beat count to each coincidence,
the eyes-down cower applicable to honor each well planned
impenetrablenow that, I thought, should have prepared me.
Gaiety sometimes
along the chalk lined hopscotch.
Token in my pocket, I knew the exact
tremble
to lean toward,
and not to test.
Practiced, all the teenage of my capabilities,
and still blind
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obedience to the calling in for supper-its just in the nick
and spill of rush want-always a calling
sung along the myriad mother
variations, which were replicable anywhere, as if
they made up the only world. And supper
replies with the oldest lessonsorderly power consumption.
Little bites,
a short-pronged fork,
a blunted knife
to carve and carve-but never very far
into the denser nobody
which is still my own, my only.
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Refracting Pool

John Noto

Cracked, the crux, the broken shell,
welts of foam, gravitous interrogation
of opposed symptoms, symptoms of life
in the age; the unripe apple
split;
Kneel down in the mud, squandered,
and ask this rare forgiveness: the blind trick;
I want to say something like, ...
The cowing, claws flung, ground trembling
.. .like...

reach's end's

the washstone moored in time-waves;
mixed visuals crowd the nightroombeeswax, venetian masks, cowls ofblood,
deceived marionette theatre
in which forces play at being whole,
vital parts displaced, the banged-in mirror;
e.g., in fragrance the fields flow, the moon
at half-mast drugged with philodendron
and steel filings
root sure
shucked com trembles in silos
for cane running south in the wind's murky hole,
fracture in spaces lipped azaleas powdered
with red
and blue skylight fictions
sprang detailed running the hues
with yellow focused light spread over a face
the same as gestures oak branches mimic,
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hands in the air
the speaker traces the limits of rupture,
rapt
lines of sight, wisps ofthen and the trembling
in a bouquet: thomberries ...
.. .in the end, murkwater crucible's
intoxicant powers of veiled brows, napes,
rippling jaw (child by wolves)
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Handmade Language

John Noto

Spun into branches, rain,
the lacemaker, pretext,
pattern
for scar-diamonds
shoulders shed
a shock of new skin
glistens
faithlessly
in wet relief
the blood runs interviews
with the body membrane s limits,
charged, burned,
propelled from breath s cellar vault
shadows
Exists to kit your half-dreams'
waterfalls funneled through paper lids
rhythmic
with favors of death's palette
go clefts in cherry bark,
flow tributaries,
and mute fetuses
evolve tongues,
The death-bed, crib notes.
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No Load

John Noto

Violets wreak of panic
and human musk
is an angel's bereavement,
blood's one step garden's
cry in the rubble
of anguish, sex, cash
and the touch no
body;
Frustrates the eye-mask,
perceive the vanilla quorum
sucking Law
all around:

peacocks' andjesters'
emergent technique
for spreading the palette
needs room!
The pheromone's the seizure!
The inventor of rage was a savior
wreathed in jasmine stems,
dressed in rags distending knots
in the argument from sublimation;
don't stop smashing the crockerythe upended umbrella stand
slaps damp pollen
flush in the face
of the harlequin;
there's no diet pill
for tuberose.
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Anger is a Comet

John Olson

I wonder what it is to be near the horses
at that point, having just run three miles
through a labyrinthine parking lot. Winter
seeps slowly, imperceptibly, into the clouds
on a billboard, blue and silver tinsel
shimmering in the sky. Here is a deluge
of words healing Sunday of aridity
and here is a fulcrum for the tongue
of space or veins in a sentence
leaving a wake on the freeway, little
whirlpools left in a series with each
stroke of the paddle. Anger is a comet
of ambiguity so gooey it grows aluminum
The machinations of ambiguity are among
the very roots of poetry, a fine drizzle
imposing itself on the statue of George Washington
and leaving a corkscrew of vapor behind
in the bloom of meaning on a petal of snapdragon
and kung fu and taproot and fin
The sound of a paper bag being opened
is inseparably mingled with a feeling of digits
Weightless people are always funny
in a mirror and provide a bed for a few
thoughts no matter how far they extend
the windows are hot and seering all the way back
to a single small aluminum screw gleaming
in cold neo-Freudian blood, a forest of cotton
for resources, things like water, museums
of gold and ruptured windows. The woman
upstairs is a watercolor representing winter
as an extremity at nine o'clock in the morning
What was once merely a literary relativism
is now spaghetti. We all enjoy spaghetti
and make sentences about it leaning against a chair
of purgation as it impacts the slab of the everyday
pumped from a bee sting with roguish exuberance
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The Wide Blue Song of Infinity

John Olson

The question is why are we are here
amid arabesques of purple and bronze
Writing has absorbed my arm. Therefore
it is dirt. My ions reflected in cotton
and weeds and vines and I feel my wrist
extend into explicit seeds of liberally watered
districts of pitch and age. An udder emerges
from a tin skeleton and hums a tornado
of diffusible pink bloom. Crickets crack
into orchestration, a green and migrant road
like a toad. I see a footbridge crossing a valley
with heels of dancing profundity, an iguana
of imperfect prescription defining a mudhole
One hears the crows and begins oozing conclusions
There is a tool of some sort in a patch of snow
a sticky philosophy of noses and wires
defining the extent of its rule with an inflammable
abstraction, a rhythmic language of gesture and fact
nourishing the nouns of garrulity. A Pythagoreanism
gone awry in real estate and laundry. Sandpaper
speaks volumes. The terrible heat in the old Granada
doesn't know what heat is. The smell of horses
inheres in the wetness of the streets. What does not
declare itself as day merely tip-toes across the sky
like a mysterious incision or a life with wings
Here is a woman leaning against a counter
so we can sing the wide blue song of infinity
borrowing light from the sun and ingratiating
the poetry of the bus stop. Gravitation
leads to chubby emotions. The deep sound
of food unraveling in light will thereby become
a polemic for the teeth to discern in chewing
into important roles. Meaning sensations
nourish our sense of cotton and calamary
Drugs fascinate me, but I do not take them
for walks. Instead I write my hands into feelings of length
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Homologous

Deborah Wardlaw Pattillio

A black wolf emerges from the thicket kinetic.
Which is not to say, I am that wolf:
I have the capacity to destroy.
Lesion is a rare bloom.
The cyclic existence of some worms,
Legacy of ligature, ribbons,
Bare white shaft. Fluke
Bathed in fishslipperiness. What
Was I trying to say?
I am so close to Monarch. What if I told you I turned
My skin down, curled inside out? Length
Ofbone. But I am still larval. I expect
To slip through your gills-Please don't
Touch the animal. Scurf & skin. How do you say,
Split with a knife and laid open lie wings?
I mean cluster, racemose. I mean
To cut that deep. Skip to the surface & wreck
The religion of things.
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D6

Simon Perchik

Once into its slow climbing tum
you lick the thermometer bare
see your reflection in the sunlight
half leaning over -to drain
you roll on your side while the nurse
listens with her soft hand
for clouds, sifts your cheek for its shade
and you make your descent
mouth open from krust and glass
-you bite your tongue so the canopy
stays red from the stench, stunned
by the flash and thunder though the nurse
won't hear the raindrops
breaking open on your forehead, the sweat
that won't let you cool or land.
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I Have a Theory

Robin Reagler

It's so easy to trick them. You can always tell exactly what they need.
Just memorize their names and when you see them
say those syllables as if you're singing a twilight song oflove.
There's a power in this, believe me.
I'm speaking as an expert in my field.
Once the friends and the enemies got mixed up
and wore each other's tunics. We all oversleep
on occasion and that's exactly what happened
to them. Their genitals felt all stressed out.
You may not be ready for a message of this
magnitude, allegorical thinking being so
unfashionable these days: nevertheless, let me
assure you that I don't see myself as having any hold
on you. Shall we go on? The friends and the enemies
saw each other through the haze of day, redefining beauty
instantly, and you will just have to fill in the blanks:
Jesse Helms is reading over my shoulder as I type, and I,
myself a political animal, am forced to say what Dante said:
they closed their book and read no more that day.
I never let a miracle get the best of me.

Because I am preparing.
I am preparing for my mother's death.
And although she climbs three hills every day
she is dying
she is dying all the time
and I want to be ready.
I am preparing
for us
all.
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But the Sky

Robin Reagler

The driver accelerates, as does the night.
I tum around
as the dead girl's last words slowly rise up,
a swangling dream. This voyage
is not for you, the one we call Cassandra warns.
But we are in Vermont.
One imagines the smell of coconut although such scents are difficult
to imagine. Green
of the foreground
becomes gray in the distance.
The lucky toothpick in my pocket that I'm saving
for rhyming, take it
as a sign that we shall remember
a rule or two here and there.
One can care.
The kneaded and beaded body of
our future may llpproach us
with some unexpected promise. One has hope
although often out ofhabit.
One swims in the river of regard.
The barriers are everywhere,
like those large recreational vehicles
you are
afraid of. I am afraid also. The sloping
sky is a knife-worthy picture, and pain,
but a moment away.
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Badaliya

Elizabeth Robinson

The right impulse was to erase it all
A bird flew away
and that did not deepen abandonment
The place of substitution
is the freedom to return later
They are two houses separated
by a barricade
They are not inanimate
They feel hunger

Anonymous person hiccoughing
The door stands ajar
Gentle gaps in migratory habits
cause the subjects to wheel
in their own bodies,
such as they are
Or a stray cat slides through
the shadow
marked as restraint
Hush interposed for stutter
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Each example is ambivalentadobe, mud, mortar
and then, when the hard rain comes
and quenches their hold
Mud-and-stick
is nest-building material
-but we are on our way
If we ameliorate what is missing,
wall's solidity or stance
Another might come in and stay
while we are gone

Something vaguely water-like
rises, in community with itself
The way water wanders
amnesia

And the doctor says

is a good way to begin the cure
The sound of fluttering is a cue
to remind the aimless
ofbirds Fast, small gasps
are no substitute for breathing, but do
replace the airs with each other
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Das Alte Haus
Edward Smallfield

i filament
Old fifties lips
remembered from a calendar
the month of August
full of sweat and rust
hanging in a welder's shop
she visits with her father
ten years old.
u sponge
Her other, the dark one,
may not be a girl at all
in this scraped room.
iii sandpaper
Light itches inside the leaves.
Writing is erasure,
an art of perfecting lies.
iv list
I am waiting for a telephone call.
I am alone in a cafe.
I leaf through a book of reproductions.

"Because the writer is in love, his
phone doesn't ring. The man he is
in love with appears as each
woman in a cafe, in a restaurant, in
a book of reproductions. In the
painting with the German title, each
woman is the man the writer is in
love with. And each erases her
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face to please him."
v erasure
The writer kisses the scar.
Puckered and white, a monument
the skin has built
to an old hurt.
What the lips read
in that stitched surface.

Italicized passages are quoted from Roland Barthes' A Lovers Discourse.
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What I Did Today

Carolyn Steinhoff Smith

... life is an affair of words, and . .. the
Hope ofduplicating it . .. a delusion.
-John Koethe

I finished a breath today,
added it to those I've been
collecting under my clothes.
When I have one hundred
I plan to sprinkle them as seeds
in an arc, seeds or flies trembling
like stars, like plants when they spread
or lengthen of their own volition. How much can it cost
to duplicate the streams of birds
red and green flowing between
the various trees, the invisible ligature of the
stream to connect my breaths?
Nature takes place at my side
like a breast glimpsed through a
gaping seam.
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God Plays Dice

Marjorie Stein

Perhaps the universe is just one of those things that happens now and again.
-physicist Edward Tyron

Two moons linger at the windowProbability of sister galaxies
Waltz of combusting objects
Mirrors a universe spreading like winter Iagunas
Peaks of hills fracture a mutual sky
Mockingbirds subtract the hours from their song
Only enough music for prismatic sections
Colors fall off by twos and ones
Digital and prehensile our strange land glows as we sleep on its rigid back
In the effervescent east-cornered between cardinal points-fossilized fish crawl to shore
The drowned swimmer begins her day
Splitting tunnels of light
A left-handed stranger offers his palm as rainwater collects at her skirt
We are all guests here in skin reflecting stars and well-timed explosions
(Did they arrive together?)
Procession of features: every seven years our cells shift the way continents drift,
until a skull is revealed, false jewel in the shell oflife. An airwave, a lightwave,
a mistaken year counted out by singular hands.
Imagine this is all life is built out of: rain, a red wheelbarrow, a trail of broken clauses ...
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Imagine the train leaving foreign stations
Receding like september fruit
The photograph curls
Drift of metal sky
Cut off eye to eye
A tiny wing forwards the distance
Bent forest lacking symmetry
Fitful sleep of raven dream
Blind fish in a focal sea
Caves and antique animals commence to gallop on cue-Music heightens the eventual past-tense
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Reject

Phyllis Stowell

Given a rubbery apricot gelatin in a discardable cup
his eyes quicken, I always liked Jello
-benison, birthright. What wellspring can explain itself? say
when it first oozed up, wherefrom, why ...
Dear Bedraggled Reject from the front
teetering to the toilet on borrowed limbs, not for the first time
returning from war famished, broken
the last stage of a man in child-like joy
an almost his own voice saying in wonder
I thought I was going to die. He lay womout
his face a ravaged language, an admission
he was afraid - what other world?
At the cup with its white spoon
the whole ofhim smiles
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The London Times

James Tate

We had walked several hours from our hotel
to find Queen Mary's Garden. Roses were in full
bloom as far as we could see, hundred of varieties
of roses. The fragrances mingling in the air were
intoxicating. A pond reflected the roses along
its banks. All the variations of peach, pink,
red, yellow and white were inflaming our vision.
It is widely rumored that the current Queen pees
a little on each rose every morning.
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The Second Mrs. Tyler

James Tate

She woke covered in emerald dreams. They
drank their tea in a wavering mist, and then
dressed in fallen leaves. All this in a silence
with its mouth half open. The day rolled by
in a little wagon made of gold. By noon she
was ready for bed again. They swam to an island
made ofbutterflies and loved while the wind
sang a song about fire and the soul and long
journeys with no end and no beginning. They voted
for a giraffe to represent them and were arrested
and fell asleep again.
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Year of Progress

James Tate

After the storm had passed we went
outside to assess the damage. A large
branch had been broken off the willow and
the tulips had had their brains beaten out
by the hail. The lawn boy statue had toppled
and the hand holding the lantern was cracked
but holding on. All the seed had been blown
from the birdfeeders. And as we walked the
sun was coming out, the sky was blue. Two
old men stood in the middle of the road
arguing over a pair of dentures that had
been snitched by the wind.
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Sudden Interest in the Dead

James Tate

Never once in all those years did Jack
visit his mother in the mad house. After he
was a grown man and his mother was still confined
there was nothing to stop him from visiting her,
but he did not. It left a black hole in him
that nothing could fill. He traveled, he drank
too much, he loved, he painted and wrote, but
he would not visit his poor, insane mother.
When he was at last notified of her death, he
didn't shed a tear. He began to shake and shudder
and was soon carried off by wild beasts.
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Second Growth

James Tate

"Humbly begging your pardon, sir, but do
you have any pills that would help me get taller?"
I asked the pharmacist. "But you are a middleaged man. No offense, I think your growing days
are over, at least in terms of height." He replied.
"It's just that I feel a second spurt coming on
and I thought a pill might help release it," I said
"But you are quite tall as it is," he said. "No,"
I said, "I'm a very short man. I never was allowed
to achieve my full height. I was stunted early on.
My mother stunted me. And then my father came along
and stunted me further. It was a game they played.
And then they called me Peewee and laughed every
time they said it. And that's why I never reached
my full potential." The pharmacist had tears in
his eyes. "That's a very sad story," he said,
"but none-the-less you are a man of considerable
height. I'm sorry, I didn't catch your name."
"My name is Peewee, but you can call me The Stump."
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From Whence They Came

James Tate

There are these people in town who only
eat seaweed, and after a while they start
turning green and you can't make any sense
out of what they're saying, so I try to stay
away from them. They tend to cluster together
like jellyfish, which is good for them, I'm
sure. I don't think they believe in anything
in particular. They don't vote. They don't
care. It's just a seaweed thing. They probably
see things differently, I mean literally.
Theirs is a watery world. They float in and
out of consciousness, neither happy nor sad.
Pods of them floating downtown, seeking out
the seaweed source, the packs of carnivores
parting to let them through, not wanting to be
smudged by their brininess.
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White Interior
after the painting by Pierre Bannard

Barbara Tomash

everything that can open is opened
everything hinged casts shadows or pours light
but the body's bending line is closed in on itself
door ajar, fireplace screen swingingher long golden throat
golden too, marmalade in the jar
radiator coils like icing slapped with the back of a spoon
her hand obscured by the table offers milk
plates, vase, linen
flaps and stacks of angles
the not forgotten quiver
of my houses built of cards
milk drifting off walls, ceiling
palm trees startle at windows
black fronds, yellow balcony
"there can never be too much yellow"
I was seeking balance on the nap of the carpet
arc of arm and spine
trompe 1'oeil effect? table comer pierces breast
seeing that which is given
un-seeing the rest?
she crouches beside the eat's glowing eyes
equipose gathers in tiny rooms
let my card house stand til morning
how easily they lied
as rock sheds rock to make itself round
we breathe
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Anthem for a Red-Necked Girl
for Liz

Luke Trent

Say her sweet form
the hairhead, mother
finds little Sharon
in the rear yard
again: Sharon

GET OUT of the doghouse& the hounds howl in

mephitic cacophony their sharp
syncopates
of future whuppings
'undying screw'
'hokum pokum'

•
Or 'ifing' their wooden gun rooms
green billiard tables, fraternal
order of Happy Steak grease monkeys
are just itching for vigil.. .

•
& some truths green at heart
are bloody, sunny

earless dolts & twitching
nobodies; lie-
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abouts in the above
and only a step away, $12 spirits
selling thinned Tanqueray

•

Then roll through roll
thaw, roll through roll thaw...
Give knot gift
truck (never
let it wither)
always too much
or too little
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The Path Leading From Little to Much
Liz Waldner
<<>>
Moon swung bare over the cold sea;
over the arctic a star stared.
Third knowledge from third eye.
What heavy thing caused Henry's weeping?
Something rich and red inside.
Third knowledge from third eye.
Hamlet's birthday's late this year.
The candles on his cake are bare.
Their warm breath in colder air
spells out Ophelia and then spells Where?
Third knowledge from third eye.
<<>>
Snow needles in the night garden shine
on a parapet, on a shoe, its lace untied.
Clairvoyance, clair de lune--gone
and where? Fragrance of fallen leaves
from the walled garden hidden wherein
the unicorn lay his homed head
in the virgin's lap a thousand years.
The same star stares.
A fish leapt.
A fig fell
from that same tree whose roots entwine
the snake whose tongue
first tasted, then described
the fruit,
bit the dark
place between the knower and what's known.
Ah, to be as you are known ...
A weeping fish beneath the moon
stale cake, cold spoon
again the shoe, the shoe.
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Meavag's Moon
(Isle of Harris)
Catherine Webster
spilling up-bay
the full outpouring
out of the mouth ofMeavag,
breaks the shoreline open
Everywhere the moon rinses off
the backs of rocks rising
the seagrasses ripple.
The electric leaf-edges swirling above the waterline
red slick meaty stems
breathing in
out
fleck and pearl
the riffled baymouth
The thousand grasses
swelling the shore
open like lilies fret open
sharp leaves shading the places
roots join
bits of rock
Spreading
the bud seeking
the gleaming
arches
the bayhead
Here swelling
rouses muscles and cod
the bayhead's odd
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bristlings
curves lithe as the woman
glowing in bathsuds
where she kneels
against
tidewater-out
The mouth of the bay
entirely open
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Illuminated with the Light of Fitfully Burning Censers

Dara Wier

Intelligent voice of a suburban housewife,
Present & accounted for, sir.
Really got a good deal on those filters,
On that service, on these curtains, really
Got a good parking place, good appointment
With the orthodontist, with the guidance
Counselor, really did well with the raffle
Tickets, with the ceviche and raisin salad,
Got a really good parking place, finished
That coffee off in a hurry, got a really
Good deal with that housekeeper, her husband
Wants to do yardwork as well, got a really
Good deal with the babysitter her mother's
A seamstress on the side. On the side of
What, did not ask. Got a really good deal
On napkins, felt good about their color, got
An okay parking place, did pretty well with
The birdseed, got a great deal on the flagStone, really found a decent way to get out
Of the committee work, wrote seven thankYou notes, sent flowers quite easily, got
A really good parking place, made an excelLent cob salad, found a shortcut to the
Fishmarket, remembered the fishmonger's name,
Remembered to pick up the dry cleaning, to
Pass by the wine shop, got an okay parking place,
Checked into fall schedules, got a perfect
Appointment with the accountant, made real
Headway with the holiday schedule, found the
Perfect gift for my sister, remembered to
Check at the postoffice for the missing
Delivery, noticed the new postal rates, looked
At the wanted posters, went to the bank, spoke
With the teller about foreign currency, saw
Myself on the telemonitor, looked up a recipe
For buffalo, got a lousy parking space, felt
Really good about everything that got done
Today, picked up a magazine, said no to a
Solicitor, placed an order, checked on the
Buffalo, read a book by Ed Hirsch, dreamed
He was my wife.
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Devilhorses

Dara Wier

Sadie looked how someone in a cocktail
Dress feeding on a skunk looks.
Willie looked like a brain surgeon without
A plan.
Little Melvin looked cute in his surplus altar
Boy frock but he was a nasty kid, the kind of
Kid who does a lot ofharm, silent as a hammer
Hammering air.
Papa Bill was teaching a bucket of shrimp to
Whistle and his older sister, Durable Claudia
Had already successfully taught armadillos how
To tum themselves into handbags.
Nearly everyone in the family was doing good.
Sister Sylvia had achieved some sort of synthesis
But she couldn't find the words to describe it.
Big Buck Harlow had his brains around a recipe
For marzipan. His always looked like figs &
Persimmons, fiddles & nipples.
Shirley used her nictitating membrane to give
Us the creeps and remind us who we were.
Henri & Joilee & Christian kept the goats out of
The icebox.
My job was to lie still as a stilletto in the
Grass, make myself as if invisible and wait for
The devilhorses to appear. A devilhorse is about
3 to 4 inches high. A devilhorse is black & red
And looks as if a tiny horse and its rider have
Been forged together into one highly stylized,
Modernized, predestined creature picking its way
Over the horizon, searching for the face of a
Child, child with nothing to fear.
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Turtles all the Way Down

Dara Wier

Someone took the thought, applied
Mascara to it and drew circles around
It with charcoal, ink & kohl.
It would look good with that other thought,
The one circumambulating beneath the pines
Pretending it's a dove. Whole town nippled
With steeples, whole sun hidden behind a
Thumbprint, hereby I offer my services to
You, let me be your ritual object.
A man named Samuel Clemens has provided me
With some of the means by which to approach
Descending turtles. These are our words:
I will descend slowly, mine, and cautiously
And timorously, his, and piously and solemnly,
His, which will cause me to feel dreamy and,
Mine, creepy and crawly and scary and, his,
Frozen and wobbling, mine, and dismal and
Repentant, ours, and I will continue descending
Turtle by turtle, careful not to poke one
In the eye or step too firmly on their flexible
Necks. If I may suggest a tentative conjecture
Knowing full well the limits of my experience,
Eventually I will come to a turtle which is
Standing on the invincible ultimate mirror,
It will call me "fallen angel" and I will
Surrender "spitfire."
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View Through a Fence

Charles Wyatt

The wire at the top is barbed,
a double tum at intervals like bar lines.
The color of this and the pattern below
is rust, but not a polleny rust,
a deep blood rust, more brown than red and the squares are stretched here into bricks
never to be made whole again, held
always by this post and the others,
like the moon one side lichened white,
white as bird lime and the rest gray,
rain gray and a little twisted,
but this is all to see through,
Alberti bass, only three chordshere at your feet, brighter than the sun
you can feel warming your back,
these thousand buttercups, yellow they eat yellow - yellow, they make love
to yellow - yellow, they make the
white cow pulling up the cool wet grass
in soft regular crunching tears
while her calf slips sometimes sucking
and that only you can hear
as a subtone behind the motherthey make her, the buttercups make her,
remember, the white cow
and her calf, yellow, yellow, yellowthis in the green grass
with, only at the base of this fence
post, half of a dandelion gone to seed.
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I Have A Friend

Matthew Zapruder

Into the black square of four o'clock
I exited, almost too catlike,
and a whole symphony
of climbing back in incorrectly
climbed back in your glowing
rose above me window.
Those are just two
of the several colors of silence
I thought had only one.
You initiate me into the first
before one thinks of speaking,
and the second that into public places
such as a restaurant we are holding
hands in descends periodically
untethered to events despite
what Carla says astral or otherwise.
With a gesture composing the fourth you placed
the cassette with the third into my bag,
so during travels I could hear
always the needle
tracing that emptiness time
the gate of something gently to talk about
opened, and through it trickled
a tiny stream of wailing that's night
remembering a morning attitude
tears made parental.
I am still holding, thinking of where
no waves crash on a street
you use every day at my own risk.
Down it Ramona is learning to ride
two wheels into as if
there were no parents at all.
Sometimes a doorway passes her tracing
a chrysanthemum onto one of your drawings.
Sometimes she talks like a child
imitating one, until I regard her
until she crumbles back into a small adult
who knows already the book about
the books growing too large
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for her little leopard backpack.
I'd give her one thousand afternoons of staring
into a white paper
not thinking of letters
arriving only when we think of them,
but she's already so beyond
that last instance of crawling between
our six in the mornings.
Sometimes I watch her swaying
totally unlike a tree.
Like a spring snow too much talking
stayed a while then melted,
leaving the trellis I am nailing
together with hurtling and always below you,
until on my lap you perch
wearing the dress of future photographs
from which you regard me.
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Slipknot

Andrew Zawacki

Invite in tripwire trained on a shard
Infidelity halved at the rail
Waiting for that which was sent to its owner
Neither forsworn nor forgiven
Invite glycerin invite the blue rasp
Let what was untimely interred be exhumed
Hear me forward and backward
Wherein and whereupon
As quincunx or curative as eschar
The tom thing tearing further

*
When that which once gave is now given
To the edge of the box
Stunned but intact
To interfere to adjust to excise
And cannot follow cannot access
Counterfeit and disencounter
Promise of dusk
Unhoused lens
Only once, ifthat
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